Dear Member of the Board of the National Maintenance Society

Since 2009 MaintWorld has been the official information channel of EFNMS. At the General Assembly of EFNMS in May 2014 it was decided that EFNMS will not fund MaintWorld magazine economically anymore.

To continue our cooperation the publisher of MaintWorld (Omnipress Oy) proposes the following alternatives/options for your Organization and the other National Maintenance Societies alike.

1. Recommend to each individual member of your society to subscribe to MaintWorld (See http://www.maintworld.com/Subscribe) using the member discount of EFNMS (Annual fee € 36, based on permanent subscription).

Alternative:

2. Stipulate a direct contract with Omnipress (every Society that is part of the EFNMS) for the fixed delivery of each issue of MaintWorld magazine. The price is € 80 for the first 100 magazines and € 50 for each additional hundred.

In the fall two issues are published; MaintWorld 3/2014 in early October with the following special themes: Maintenance Software & Data Mining, Environment, Health & Safety and Energy Production & Distribution. Issue 4/2014 will be released in late November with Remote Monitoring & Diagnostics, Automation & Instrumentation and Petrochemical Industry as special themes.

Since the beginning MaintWorld magazine has been in tight cooperation with the National Maintenance Societies of Europe. At the same time, the authors sharing their knowledge and experiences have expanded from European to Global. Furthermore, the distribution of the magazine has expanded around the world. During this spring the new homepages of the magazine have also been opened (www.maintworld.com) giving constantly updated information on what is new in the World of Maintenance.

We hope this proposal leads to further discussions and direct cooperation with your organization.
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